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BY ED CHR ISTMAN
With the digital services, publishers and songwriters
having to file their proposed music publishing rates
to the Copyright Royalty Board for on-demand audio
streams yesterday (Oct. 13), word is beginning to leak
from publishers and songwriters that the National
Music Publishers’ Association (NMPA) are seeking a
32.4% increase in the headline rate to 20% of a digital
service’s revenue for the full five-year term for Phonorecords IV, covering 2023 through 2027.
That compares to the year-by-year escalating
headline rate from Phonorecords III, which covered
the term of 2018-2022, which culminated in 15.1% of a
service’s revenue in the final year. However, the CRB
rates for that earlier term are still up in the air due
to an appeals court remanding that sent the rate determination back to the CRB judges, who have yet to
issue a response on how it is dealing with the appeals
court’s objections and directions. Consequently, since
the rate is still up in the air some services like Spotify
have been using the last year of the lower 2014-2018
rates in paying music publishers and songwriters
since the remand.

TOTAL
IMMERSION

According to music publishing and songwriter
sources, the NMPA is seeking a rate determined by the
greater amount of a four-tier formula. That blueprint is
comprised of the greater of 20% of a service’s revenue
— referred to as the headline rate; or 40% of what is
paid to record labels or other master recording owners;
or $1.50 per subscriber; or $0.0015 per play. This formula would be applied each month during the year so
the actual amounts paid out would change depending
on usage and subscriber count in any giving month.
The CRB will weigh the NMPA ask against what
the digital services individually propose and then will
set the rate for the 2023-2027 terms. While the filings
suggesting new rates by the digital services like Spotify, Apple, Google, and Amazon were due yesterday
to the CRB, those filings likely won’t be posted to the
CRB website until redacted copies are prepared that
show the rate requests being asked but don’t show
proprietary data each filer uses to back-up their arguments. Consequently, the filings might not appear on
the CRB website for a week or two, sources suggest.
(continued)
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Comparing what sources say are the proposed NMPA rates to the remanded CRB set
2018-2022 rates, the earlier escalating headline rate began at 11.4% of service revenue
in 2018, rising year-by-year to 12.3%, then
13.3%, 14.2% and finally to 15.1%.
For the other rate bucket, the percentage of payments to record labels and other
recorded master owners, sources say the
NMPA is requesting a publishing pool calculated by 40% of label payments, with that
rate holding steady all five years of the term.
In contrast, in the prior CRB determination,
that rate began at 22% of recorded music
content payments in 2018 and rose year-byyear to 23.1%, then 24.1% then 25.2% culminating in 26.2% in the final 2022 year. So the
NMPA ask to increase the rate from 26.2%
of label content payments to 40% translates
to a nearly 53% increase.
Whichever of the two buckets of revenue
— the percentage of a service’s revenue
versus the percentage paid by the service
for label content — produces the larger
dollar pool, in the prior rate determination,
that was measured against a third bucket
calculated by 50 cents a subscriber. The
NMPA rate proposal for the 2023-2027 term
increase the subscription component ask to
$1.50 per subscriber.
Finally, the NMPA is also asking for a new
tier, or a new revenue bucket, to be introduced into the rate formula. According to
sources, that new bucket would be deter-

mined by applying a $0.0015 per stream rate
against total streams during the month. It’s
unclear where this pool would be applied
— if it will be used as a third pool on the
front end measuring against the percentages of revenue and of content to see which
is the biggest pool; or if it would be used on
the backend as a third component against
whatever revenue amount emerged from
the front-end of the formula against the persubscriber amount.
Apparently absent from the NMPA rate
proposal is a step that was present during the 2013-2017 period but eliminated in
the 2018-2022 period. In the earlier period
rate determination, which some services
like Spotify have been applying the old rate
determination from 2013-2017 to pay music
publishing.
The formula then was based on a 10.5%
of service revenue against the lesser of
21% of content payments to labels, or 80
cents per subscriber; whichever bucket of
revenue that produced was then measured
against a pool calculated by applying 15
cents per subscriber, and whichever pool
was larger would be the pool to pay publishing royalties. The elimination of the step
that produced a lesser pool in the CRB rate
determination for 2018-2022 was a key factor in the appeals court remand of that rate
determination.
The elimination of that step, in effect,
took out a ceiling on publishing rates and

meant that the publishers, whose rates are
regulated by the CRB, would also enjoy any
increases negotiated by the labels, whose
rates are not subjected to government regulations and can be negotiated on the open
market with services.
So while the CRB looks at the new proposals, it’s still wrestling with the remand.
When that remand occurs and if it meets the
appeals court’s approval, it could mean either additional payments to publishers and
songwriters; or the possible clawing back
of payments from publishers and songwriters, depending on what formula from which
year each service was applying to payments
since the remand.
Calls to the NMPA for confirmation of
its rate proposal were not immediately
returned.
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GRUPO FIRME
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13th, Billboard will celebrate
Grupo Firme 10th year Anniversary career.
Regional Mexican breakout band Grupo Firme
continues to sell out arenas across the country
and break ticket box office records. The
seven-member ensemble from Tijuana
recently completed a seven-show run at
Staples Center in Los Angeles, making them the
only concert headliner to play that number of
shows in a two week run during the arena’s
22-year history, according to box office
archives. Founded by Edwin Caz chart-topping
Grupo Firme has become one of the leading
Mexican bands, winning multiple awards and
honors.
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Join Billboard in congratulating Grupo Firme on
their remarkable career over the past 10 years
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BOYARSKI FRITZ LLP
10 TH ANNIVERSARY

On November 13, 2021, Billboard will celebrate
Boyarski Fritz LLP on its 10th anniversary.
Boyarski Fritz LLP was founded in 2011 by two
longtime multi-industry veterans, Jason Boyarski
and David Fritz, who sought to bring an
entrepreneurial spirit, a boutique-oriented feel and
a roll-up-your-sleeves approach to entertainment
law. With many years of experience at big music
and media companies, the founders created a
practice that fostered meaningful advisory
relationships, while also playing a crucial role in the
decisions, welfare and health of their clients’
businesses. Their mantra was to promote, preserve
and protect creativity and innovation.
A decade later, with offices on two coasts, the
firm’s mission is still vibrant, transforming its role
beyond that of a traditional legal advisor into one
of a career-spanning teammate. The firm has
earned industry-wide recognition, including
multiple Top Music Lawyer honors by Billboard, and
has been cited as industry experts amongst many
leading publications including The New York Times,
Time Magazine and The Hollywood Reporter.

Well-rooted in deal-making and transactions
across many platforms, the firm’s practice today
includes hundreds of diverse clients including
Grammy Award winners, Fortune 500 companies,
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame inductees, chart-topping
recording artists, producers and songwriters,
Emmy Award winners, industry-leading music
and management companies, headline-making
celebrities and award winning technology
companies.
Please join Billboard in congratulating Boyarski
Fritz LLP’s 10th Anniversary.
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week, a co-founder of KC & the Sunshine
Band filed a similar termination case to win
back compositions controlled by Sony’s EMI
Longitude Music.
Sonny and Cher started performing together in 1964 and married in 1967, rising to
fame with major hits like “I Got You Babe”
and “Bang Bang.” But the pair split up in
1975, finalizing their divorce with a settlement agreement in 1978. Bono died in 1998
as the result of skiing accident.
Under the terms of that divorce deal,
Cher says she was assigned a fifty percent
share of “their rights in musical composition
royalties, record royalties, and other assets,”
throughout the world and in perpetuity.
According to Wednesday’s lawsuit, that
agreement went unchallenged until last
month, when Mary Bono’s representatives
notified Cher that they had invoked the termination right and would soon stop paying
out royalties.
In her complaint, Cher made various
arguments for why Bono cannot use the
termination right; she also argued that any
such termination would not apply to global
rights, or agreements made after 1978. She
also accused Bono of breaching contracts by
refusing to pay royalties.

Bo Burnham’s
‘Inside’ Deemed
Ineligible for
Comedy Album
Grammy
BY JASON LIPSHUTZ

B

o Burnham’s Inside (The Songs),
the biggest hit of the year on Billboard’s Comedy Albums chart,
will not be competing for best
comedy album at next year’s Grammy
Awards.
The Recording Academy has ruled
that Inside (The Songs), the music from
Burnham’s hit Netflix special Inside,
does not meet the criteria to compete

for the Grammy for best comedy album.
Instead, Inside (The Songs) will be in the
running for best compilation soundtrack for
visual media, a category typically reserved
for original music composed for films, TV
shows and video games.
The eligibility decision was made last
week during the Recording Academy’s
visual media screening committee, where
Grammy submissions are reviewed to
confirm they will compete in the appropriate category. A similar meeting resulted in
the Recording Academy’s decision to deem
Kacey Musgraves’ album star-crossed ineligible in the best country album race.
A rep for Republic Records, which released Inside (The Songs) along with their
Imperial imprint, confirmed the category
ruling. Reps for the Recording Academy did
not immediately respond to requests for
comment.
As an album of songs from Burnham’s Inside, a special which the actor-comedian
created in a single room without a crew
at the height of the pandemic, Inside (The
Songs) features musical riffs on subjects
including Instagram, FaceTiming with your
mom and the modern internet. Since its
June release, Inside (The Songs) has been a
smash hit, earning 353,000 equivalent album
units according to MRC Data and spending
its entire 18-week chart run to date atop the
Comedy Albums chart.
Republic executive vp A&R Tyler Arnold helped shepherd the label’s deal with
Burnham for the album shortly after the
Netflix special’s release. “The reviews were
incredible, and everyone was posting about
the special, but no one realized the music
wasn’t available,” Arnold told Billboard in
July. “Within hours we assembled an incredible team internally around Bo and we
created a plan to get the music out ASAP.”
“After a few meetings,” Arnold continued, “we realized that our goals and vision
aligned for the project,” and the day after
the deal was signed the album was released
“to take advantage of all the momentum.”
In addition to the best comedy album
category, Republic originally submitted Inside (The Songs) for album of the year. The
song “All Eyes On Me” was submitted in the
record of the year, song of the year, best pop

solo performance and best song written for
visual media, while Inside was submitted for
best music film.
Recent winners in the best compilation soundtrack for visual media category
include music from A Star Is Born, Jojo Rabbit, La La Land and The Greatest Showman.
Nominations for the 2022 Grammy Awards
will be announced on Nov. 23.

Andrea Bocelli
Strikes MultiAlbum Deal With
Universal Music
Group
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

W

orld-renowned Italian
tenor Andrea Bocelli has
signed an exclusive,
expanded global recording agreement with Universal Music Group
spanning multiple albums, it was announced
today. The deal marks Bocelli’s first direct
signing with UMG following a long collaboration with the company, which has
distributed his music on the UMG-owned
Decca Records for over 25 years.
Under the agreement, which is being
billed as a partnership and the start of a
“new era” in the relationship between
Bocelli and UMG, will encompass a series
of recorded music and audiovisual services,
synchronization and music-related merchandising.
In the U.S. alone, Bocelli has sold 26.7
million albums and registered 614.9 million streams for his songs, according to
MRC Data. He also boasts a record 20 No.
1 albums on Billboard’s Classical Albums
chart, beginning with Viaggio Italiano in
1998 through to his most recent studio
album, Believe, which was released in Nov.
2020. Nine of his albums have also reached
the top 10 of the Billboard 200, with one No.
1, 2018’s Si, which debuted in the top spot
and held it for one week.
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Over the course of his career, Bocelli has
been nominated for six Grammys, six Latin
Grammys and won seven Classical BRITs,
among other honors. In April 2020, his Music for Hope performance from Milan’s Duomo cathedral peaked with over 2.8 million
concurrent viewers, breaking the record for
the largest simultaneous audience for a classical live stream ever on YouTube. It went
on to garner 28 million views worldwide in
its first 24 hours and has been viewed 42
million times to date. Bocelli’s last studio
album, Believe, was accompanied by the live
stream “Believe in Christmas,” which sold
over 70,000 tickets to fans from 120 countries. On Wednesday (Oct. 13), he kicked off
his U.S. arena tour in Milwaukee.
In a statement, Bocelli called the new
partnership “confirmation” of his and
UMG’s “solid and well-established collaborative relationship.” He continued, “Fully
joining the artist stable of the largest record
company in the world is the culmination
of a dream, but it is also a bit like returning
home, because in UMG I have always found
that family dimension that is ideal, even in
the artistic field, to give the best of oneself.”
Universal Music Group chairman and
CEO Sir Lucian Grainge said, “We look
forward to putting the global organization to
work on Andrea’s behalf, ensuring his newmusic and brilliant catalog are enjoyed by
his millions of fans and discovered by millions more.” Through the partnership, added
UMG executive vp Michele Anthony, the
company will help Bocelli “to continue to
reach and inspire new audiences globally
and constantly redefine the boundaries of
classical music.”

L.A.’s Hollywood
Park Expands
Workforce with
22 New Hires and
Promotions
BY TAYLOR MIMS

L

os Angeles’ Hollywood Park
campus is expanding its workforce. The complex — which
includes SoFi Stadium, YouTube
Theater and more — has announced the
addition or promotion of more than 20
employees for a workforce that is currently
made up of an 80% diverse population.
In the revenue department, Hollywood
Park has welcomed three new employees
and promoted two. Greg Kish joins Hollywood Park as its svp of revenue, leading
all revenue efforts across the campus’ 300
acres. Chris Sloan comes to Hollywood
Park as vp of global partnerships where he
will oversee corporate partnership growth
and development. Rich Wang is Hollywood
Park’s vp of business strategy and analytics,
overseeing the data team and overall strategy for the company. Chelsea Lipocky serves
as the senior director of partnership marketing where she co-leads all of the partnership
marketing efforts on behalf of SoFi Stadium,
Hollywood Park and YouTube Theater. Katie Cross is the senior director of partnership marketing and co-leads all of the
partnership marketing efforts on behalf
of SoFi Stadium, Hollywood Park, and YouTube Theater.
“We continue to add an accomplished
and diverse group of leaders to our growing
team,” said SoFi Stadium and Hollywood
Park managing director Jason Gannon in a release. “We are working hard to
bring SoFi Stadium and Hollywood Park to
life, and we are excited to welcome these
team members on our journey to deliver a
global sports and entertainment destination.”
For faculty and campus operations,

Hollywood Park promoted Otto Bendict to svp of facility and campus operations, while Chan Onechanh becomes vp of
facility operations. The department also
welcomed Tina Suca as vp of event operations.
Nate Goldstien was promoted to senior
counsel in legal, while Joe Sesin was promoted to svp of finance and accounting.
Under the business operations umbrella,
a string of employees have been promoted. Matt Kittle is now svp of business
operations, Janice Ide takes on the role
of vp of human resources, Anjali Raval has
become vp of marketing of promotions, Tracie Jackson is now senior director of
marketing, Kristi Mexia serves as senior
director of communications, and Jason
Witt was elevated to senior director of community affairs and engagement. Vanessa
Kromer heads to Hollywood Parks as senior
director of publicity, where she will manage
music and entertainment communications.
The programming and booking department has tapped Adolfo Romero as vp of
programming and events, Andrew Bragman as vp of ticket operations and Jen
Sandstrom as senior director of programming and booking.
Janette Smrcka has been named as Hollywood Park’s vp of information technology,
while Jason E Cothern will serve as vp of
production and broadcast operations.

Dolby AtmosSupported Live
Music Venue
Launches at Las
Vegas’ Park MGM
BY CAROLYN GIARDINA

D

olby Laboratories and MGM
Resorts International are opening Dolby Live at Park MGM on
the Las Vegas Strip. The former
Park Theater is now a Dolby Atmos-supported performance venue for live music.
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The two companies partnered in the
project and over the past months equipped
Dolby Live, which now features an integrated Dolby Atmos playback system, which
was designed, calibrated and tuned by Dolby
engineers for the 5,200-seat theater.
The companies expect it would be used
primarily for live concerts, though it has the
capability to support additional live events
in Dolby Atmos such as musicals and eSport
events.
The Dolby Atmos immersive sound system is available at the Dolby Theater in Hollywood and hundreds of Dolby Cinemas. “As
we continue to grow our presence in music,
Dolby Live will offer consumers more ways
to enjoy a Dolby Atmos experience while
deepening and expanding our engagements
with the artist community,” said Dolby
president/CEO Kevin Yeaman in a released
statement.
The launch of Dolby Live follows the
debut of Dolby’s recent consumer campaign
for Dolby Atmos Music, featuring artists
including Billie Eilish and The Weeknd.
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.

After EDM
Burnout &
Psychedelic
Transformation,
Tommy Trash Is
Back - But He’s
Not Quite Ready
to Party
BY KATIE BAIN

I

t’s 8:00 a.m. in Sydney, Australia, and
Tommy Trash is expounding on the
benefits of the Wim Hof Method.
“It’s a f—kin’ game changer,” he
says. “Have you done breath work before?
The Wim Hof stuff, for me, is the most bang

for your buck. Like, I just do three rounds of
it in the morning, and it totally changes my
energy.”
It’s perhaps because of all of this rapid
breathing, but the producer, born Thomas
Olsen, is fired up. He talks about the juice
cleanse he did last week (“I’m just, like,
happy I can eat again”) and how he also
launches each day with meditation and sun
salutations. Over Zoom, he looks healthy
and rested, like a man who’s been ingesting
a lot of beet juice and sleeping well. Four
years after hitting a low point, health has
become the focus for a man who used to live
largely on Red Bull and power naps.
Certainly, this is a different Tommy Trash
than the one the world met nearly 10 years
ago, at the dawn of the EDM era. After rising out of his native Australia, Olsen became
a staple of the scene, playing every major
global music festival, locking in a lucrative
residency at the Wynn Las Vegas (then the
nexus of EDM’s Vegas takeover), touring
the world and scoring hits like “Reload,”
his 2013 collaboration with Sebastian
Ingrosso and John Martin that became a
quintessential mainstage anthem, spending
21 weeks on Hot Dance/Electronic Songs.
Outlandish and seemingly perpetually energized, Olsen was an EDM star. It wasn’t a
terribly enjoyable experience.
“I mean, it was a f—king circus,” he says of
the era. “The whole thing, it was so ridiculously excessive.”
It was definitely a grind, with Olsen pingponging between festivals and club shows,
with little time to make music or to really
even sleep. A 2015 Billboard story found
him finishing a set at 2:00 a.m. then leaving
for the airport for the next gig at 4:00. Many
artists who came up during this era have
lamented the demands of perpetual touring
and a constant demand for new music. For
Olsen, alcohol helped lubricate this deeply
depleting and highly anxious existence.
“The shows gave me anxiety, but actually,
I think it was more just the culture of drinking,” he says. “I never really got into drugs
— but I was definitely, you know, smashing it
with promoters and friends backstage after
the show and at afterparties. It took me a
long time to to make the link between the
drinking and the anxiety, because it became

this sort of weird cycle where if I drank, it
would make me anxious, then I’d drink to
stop the anxiety, but then the anxiety would
come back with more force, so I’d drink
more.”
By 2017, after six years of almost nonstop touring, Olsen was indeed trashed,
both physically, mentally, emotionally and
creatively.
“I would call up my best friend crying,”
he recalls, “going like, ‘What am I f—king
doing? I can’t f—king do this.’”
Then, destiny intervened. A yoga teacher
friend had recommended a website to do
online classes. Olsen went to the page and
saw that it also featured a documentary
called The Reality of Truth, which explores
the connection between spirituality, religion
and psychedelics. He watched it and, suddenly, knew what he needed to do.
“I needed an intervention,” he says, “and
I put the intervention on myself. That was
what the ayahuasca was.”
A few weeks later, Olsen was in the
jungle near Tamarindo, Costa Rica, for an
ayahuasca retreat. A heavily potent psychedelic brew derived from plants native to the
jungles of Central and South America, ayahuasca is a ceremonial tradition that’s been
used by Indigenous cultures of these regions
for thousands of years as a way to purge
mental, emotional and physical sickness and
to connect with the spiritual realm. It is an
often difficult experience that can last for
hours and often involves vomiting, crying
and other forms of purging. But for Tommy
Trash, the first few nights were pretty much
just fun.
“I’m just like looking around, and the
music’s on, and I’m like, ‘This is f—king
sick.’ People are f—king throwing up. People
are s—tting their pants. I mean, it’s a mental
house in there. People are sitting on their
on their bed, just f—king rocking back and
forth, mumbling s—t. I’m just high. I’m not
throwing up. I’m not getting cool visuals, but
I’m just like, ‘This is the best party ever.’”
This was no small thing for a man who’s
played what are ostensibly some of the
world’s best parties — but the fun didn’t last.
By the third night, Olsen was curled up in
the fetal position, having a vision of being an
egg in his mother’s womb, then being born
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and seeing his entire life up until that point.
By the next morning, he knew he needed to
stay for another week, a decision that wasn’t
exactly conducive to the DJ lifestyle.
“My agent’s fucking flipping out on me,”
Olsen says of conveying his decision. “My
manager’s just like, ‘I don’t know if this is
good.’ I’m like, ‘Dude, this is a matter of life
or death.’ If I’m going to have any chance of
continuing my music career, I’m staying. It’s
not up for discussion.”
So, his agent (Olsen was then signed to
Paradigm) cancelled his shows, and Olsen
stayed. The ayahuasca visions that followed
showed him what his life would be if he
continued along the same anxious path, and
what he needed to do to avoid it. When he
left the jungle in late September of 2017, he
played a few miserable shows, then sold all
of his belongings — including his house in
Los Angeles. It was around this point that
his management team realized he was serious about quitting.
“I was like, ‘I’m not coming back, so you
can keep finding gigs for me, but I’m not
taking any of them.’ My management were
great about it. They were like, ‘Go and take
as much time as you need. The door’s always
open here.’”
“The passion was lost, the fun was taken
away and I began to see a spiral quickly
unfolding,” says Olsen’s then-manager
Dave Frank, of management firm Milk &
Honey. “At this point it was no longer about
Tommy’s career for me; it was about his long
term health and well-being. Through our
conversations, we put a plan together for
him to take as much time away as he needed
without expectations or deadlines of when
he needed to resume his career.”
At the beginning of 2018, Olsen flew to
Phuket, Thailand, rented “ a really shitty
little house” five minutes from the beach,
then spent the next few months mostly
floating on his back in the Andaman Sea. It
was a long way from the nightclubs of Las
Vegas.
Over time, Olsen achieved the clarity he
was after, with the hard memories of the
EDM grind taking on new meaning. “I really
learned how to reframe my whole experience of my DJ career up until that point,”
he says. “Instead of it being all these f—king

traumatic memories of years riddled with
anxiety, it just became like, ‘Wow, that
was such a blessing, because now I have
resources to do what I’m doing. I can focus
on getting myself right. I wouldn’t have had
that luxury without the EDM phase.”
Over time, Olsen made friends in Thailand — “none of them were in music; none
of them knew anything about EDM” — and
eventually bought himself a guitar and set
up a makeshift studio in his “s—tty little
house.” For the first time in a long time, he
was making music because he loved it, “not
because I’m trying to get a hit. Not so I can
make a banger so that I can go on tour for
the next three months. For no reason other
than the joy of creating.”
He soon had a pile of new music spanning genres like hip-hop, techno and disco,
well beyond the big room and progressive
house Tommy Trash was known for. (“I
was spewing out ideas,” he says. “I couldn’t
operate the production program quick
enough.”) Feeling charged up on every level
after spending most of 2018 in Thailand,
Olsen trekked to Bali, then to the Colombian
jungle for another round of ayahuasca. At
this point he had no management, no agent
and no plans of returning to his career.
Then, he got his ass kicked by psychedelics.
“We’re talking 16, 17 hours, man,” he says
of his final ayahuasca experience. “By this
point, everyone’s outside taking photos
with each other, and I’m just like, in the
bed drooling everywhere with spew on
myself.”It wasn’t pretty, but it was powerful.
A shaman assisted Olsen in getting to the
other side of the psychedelic experience,
and by the end, “it unblocked it — whatever
resistance I had to getting back into my
career, it disappeared that night.”
Shortly thereafter, Olsen signed to ICM,
where he now works with agent Paul Gongaware and was back with his old management company, Milk & Honey. “Tommy is
very different now than he was when we
decided it’d be best if he took some time
off,” says Frank. “He’s worked through a lot
of things, found peace and happiness, reignited his passion for music, got into great
physical shape and is in the best mental
space I’ve seen him in over the last 10 years.”
Together, the team started sending out

demos, and while Olsen describes the
initial response as “lukewarm,” eventually
he signed a song to Deadmau5’ Mau5trap
label, with his March single “Hiiigh” serving
as the launch of Mau5trap’s house label,
Hau5trap.
Today (October 14) also marks the launch
of Tommy Trash’s own label, Milky Wave,
which he envisions as a home for the genrecrossing productions he made during his
spiritual sojourn, and eventually for music
by both emerging and established artists.
Milky Wave’s debut track, Trash’s deliciously sauntering, kind of sassy house jam,
“Satisfy,” is out now.
“The theme for the label is how I’m trying
to live now, too,” he says, “just trying to be
more curious and trying to have a bit more
fun with life and and not be so serious and
so dragged down by it all.”
But while it’s sustainable to drop new
music from Sydney, where Olsen has been
posted up during the country’s ongoing
lockdown, he’s still not quite sure how he’s
going to handle touring — the element of
his job that caused so much distress the first
time around. “I can’t even remember the last
time I’ve been awake at 1:00 a.m.” he says.
While he used to drink at least a little before each show, he’s now clear that alcohol
isn’t the answer and plans to avoid anxiety
and burnout through breathwork, meditation, yoga and all the other healthy routines
he’s picked up since fleeing the scene. It will
also probably help that when Olsen does
return to touring, he’ll be doing shows more
aligned with where he’s at artistically —
with the plan being to play smaller rooms,
where he can as musically weird as he wants
without having to cater to festival masses or
the mega-club crowd. It’s an exciting prospect — especially for an artist who wasn’t
sure if he’d ever play again.
“I think,” Olsen says, assessing this future,
“it’s a chance to actually be a real DJ.”
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The Deals: The
Weeknd Invests
in Audio Up; Built
to Spill Signs With
Sub Pop
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

A

udio Up, the podcast production
studio founded by Jared Gutstadt, has raised a $12 million Series B funding round from a list
of investors that includes The Weeknd and
his manager and XO label head Wassim
“Sal” Slaiby, music manager Larry Rudolph,
eOne CEO Darren Throop and Reservoir
Media, Billboard can exclusively announce.
The funding round comes on the heels
of Audio Up’s recently-announced creative
programming and strategic partnership with
SiriusXM Holdings, which will see Audio
Up create new original scripted podcasts for
SiriusXM and its owned audio platforms, including the SXM App, Pandora and Stitcher.
The two companies will also collaborate “to
develop new audio entertainment concepts
and forge new promotional and distribution
synergies across SiriusXM properties,” according to a press release.
Other investors in the Series B round are
Draft FCB and Peloton board member Howard Draft; Clan Lee Trink, CEO of gaming
and lifestyle brand FaZe; Jordan Levy;
and Sacha Robles.
Audio Up has also named several individuals to its board of directors, including
Gutstadt (who also serves as Audio Up’s
CEO), Throop and Draft as well as SiriusXM
senior vp business affairs and programming
operations Andrew Moss; MGM president
of television operations Brian Edwards;
and Primary Wave Music Publishing founding partner and president Justin Shukat.
“Our mission is to transform the podcast
space and make it a breeding ground for
best-in class-IP,” said Gutstadt in a statement. “In success, we hope to be a mixed
sandbox for the world of streamers; creating

the music, TV and film formats of the future.
I see podcasts the same way people looked
at comic books prior to them becoming
tentpole entertainment in the world of Hollywood. Our growing array of titles & music
are a unique media mix timed perfectly for
what will be a seismic media shift the likes
we have not seen in our lifetime. The rise of
digital audio in smart homes, smart cars and
smart environments of the future is coming
and we plan on filling those pipes with bold,
innovative content.”
Added Golnar Khosrowshahi, founder
and CEO of Audio Up Series B investor Reservoir Media, “There is enormous growth
opportunity in the business of listenership
and we are proud to be partnering with
Jared and the team to bring creative musical
and storytelling experiences to the masses.”
Established by Jingle Punks founder
Gutstadt in 2020, Audio Up boasts a slate
of original scripted audio shows featuring a
host of celebrities from multiple industries,
including music A-listers such as Machine
Gun Kelly, 24kGoldn, Miranda Lambert and Nelly. Its unscripted properties
include the true-crime podcast Where The
Bodies Are Buried and Mea Culpa, hosted by
President Donald Trump’s former attorney
and personal fixer Michael Cohen.
Forthcoming new Audio Up original
podcast series include The Playboy Interview, which will feature teleplay-style
reenactments of iconic Playboy Interview
conversations with stars including Taye
Diggs (as Muhammad Ali), Rosanna
Arquette (as Betty Friedan) and Gina Gershon (as Oriana Fallaci).
Sub Pop has signed alt-rock band Built
to Spill to a worldwide recording contract.
The band will release its new album on the
label in 2022.
Concurrent with the signing announcement, Sub Pop has announced a first round
of U.S. tour dates for the band, which will
kick off its West Coast run with a two-night
engagement at The Crocodile in Seattle
on January 26 and 27. The 2022 dates will
feature direct support from Prism Bitch,
while Oh, Rose and Itchy Kitty will open for
the band on select dates. Prior to the official
tour kickoff, the band will headline four
dates with Team Dresch from Dec. 16-19,

2021. All dates can be found at the band’s official website.
Currently comprised of Doug Martsch,
Melanie Radford and Teresa Esguerra,
Built to Spill has released a total of nine
studio albums, including last year’s covers
album Built to Spill Plays the Songs of Daniel
Johnston.
Snafu Records, a recently-launched
record label that employs AI to discover
musical talent, has announced a $6 million
funding round led by Pophouse Ventures
with participation from TheVentureCollective, ABBA band member Agnetha
Fältskog and songwriter-producer Savan
Kotecha.
The label will use the new funding to
support two upcoming tools designed to
assist emerging artists: the songwriting collaboration platform Blurry and peer-to-peer
financing platform Fine.Art, both of which
are set to launch this fall. In addition, the
money will go towards efforts to “further
hone and refine” Snafu’s AI algorithm.
“Both Blurry and Fine Art will make
it easier for up-and-coming artists to
achieve” their goals, said Snafu founder and
CEO Anki Desai in a statement.
Since launching in Feb. 2020, Snafu has
signed 45 artists, including Hit-Boy, Nevada and Kosine. The company’s algorithm
analyzes over 1 million new songs per week
on platforms including Spotify, YouTube and
TikTok, with evaluations based on factors
such as growth volume, listener engagement and song structure. Artists who sign
with the label are provided with a variety of
services including creative, marketing and
more.
Ingrooves Music Group has begun delivering music tracks in the high-fidelity Dolby
Atmos format to streaming services Apple,
Amazon Music and TIDAL on behalf of
their clients, independent labels and artists
globally, the company announced Oct. 5.
According to Elliot Swan, head of product at Ingrooves, the company has “worked
closely” with the DSPs “to develop an
easy-to-use system” to enable delivery of the
Dolby Atmos tracks. “Labels can now deliver
their tracks in Dolby Atmos to DSPs right
from the Ingrooves client portal,” he said.
The first Dolby Atmos released deliver
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through Ingrooves’ client portal was Cinematic Music Group artist Yungeen Ace’s
new single, “Giving Up/Hardaway.”
Digital music rights investor One Media
iP has acquired the percentage of the licensor’s royalty share of the income in the Mike
Bennett Productions catalog of rights for
a “modest” amount. The catalog contains
income derived from over 6,000 recordings.
Mike Bennett Productions had been a
long-term licensor to One Media. With the
acquisition, “the percentage amount that
One Media was paying to Mike Bennett in
royalty fees” will now be “retained by the
One Media group,” according to a press
release.
The recordings in question feature backing tracks and karaoke songs, as well as live
albums or re-recordings performed by the
Rubettes, the Stranglers, Wee Papa Girl Rappers and Wishbone Ash.
Symphonic Distribution has signed
a partnership with the songwriter and
management platform Tully to “elevate
independent artists as an organic extension
of Tully’s already established artists’ tools,”
according to a release.
“The game-changing partnership takes
both companies to new heights by offering
artists the tools that they need in order to
remain financially successful while being
independent of a record label,” the release
added.
Founded by tech entrepreneur Dhruv
Joshi and rapper Joyner Lucas, Tully
provides independent artists with tools to
manage their music releases from beginning to end, offering everything from split
sheet templates to publishing and licensing
support.
“As an artist who created his own path
through the industry, I value the contributions of the team around me,” said Lucas,
who serves as Tully’s chief creative officer.
“I am excited about Tully’s partnership with
Symphonic because it is an opportunity for
artists on our platform to get the team they
need for distribution and to succeed without
losing their independence.”
Added Tully CEO Joshi, “Tully was always developed with a desire to help artists
achieve success on their own terms. Partnering with Symphonic is an important step

in the evolution of Tully into an end-to-end
solution that not only provides creators with
access to songwriting & management tools
but also distribution.”

Judge Sets Trial
Date For Paulo
Londra’s Contract
Dispute Case
BY GRISELDA FLORES

A

Miami-Dade County judge has
set Nov. 8 as the trial date in the
ongoing contract dispute between Paulo Londra and record
label Big Ligas.
The Sept. 30 order set the stage for
a jury trial in Londra’s two-year-legal
battle with Cristian Salazar and producer Daniel Oviedo (Ovy on the Drums),
with whom he co-found Big Ligas 2018.
The label claims the Argentine trap artist breached of his contract, while Londra
has countersued to accuse Salazar and
Oviedo of fraud.
Londra says that Salazar and Oviedo
“defrauded” him when they had him sign
a three-year term joint venture agreement
deal memo, which — according to legal
documents — was then extended without
Londra’s consent.
After Londra asked the court to affirm
that the joint venture deal has been “properly” terminated, in Sept., Judge William
Thomas ruled in a 13-page order that the
deal memo’s term expired Feb. 20, 2021.
“Even if the language of the relevant contracts supported Big Ligas’ proffered interpretation of the Deal Memo’s term (which it
plainly does not), the Deal Memo could not
be enforced because it would constitute an
illegal restraint of trade and lead to absurd
results,” the judge wrote.
In the wake of that order, Big Ligas has
filed an opening appellant brief requesting
the court of appeals to overturn the order
issued by the trial judge that, according to
the documents, “It reached outside the four-

corners of the unambiguous agreements
and relied on parol evidence. Reversal is
warranted because the plain and unambiguous language of the contracts establishes
that the “Term” of the “Deal Memorandum”
expires no sooner than November 23, 2024.”
But because Big Ligas’ appeal is what’s
known as an “interlocutory appeal” that occurs midway through a case, a trial will also
be held back in the lower court to resolve
the remaining portions of the case focusing on if the deal memo is a valid and enforceable agreement, Londra’s accusations
of fraud against the label and the repercussions of it, and when the deal memo actually
expired, among other things.
At the root of the dispute is a deal memo
Londra signed early on in his career, when
he was 19, thinking it was a “prop” for a
video shoot directed by Salazar. The initial
term was three years, but if Big Ligas entered a recording or publishing agreement
with a “major label” — it would modify the
contract’s initial three-year term. During the
course of the term, Big Ligas entered a $3
million licensing deal with Warner Music in
January 2019 for Londra’s Homerun album.
Big Ligas argues in the appeal that the,
“’Term’ of the Warner Agreement — both
the ‘recording period’ and ‘license period’ —
was to run until May 23, 2024. And, accordingly, the deal memo’s ‘term’ was extended
until November 23, 2024, or ‘(6) moths [sic]
following the expiration of the ‘term’ of the
such recording agreement.”
“We look forward to trying the case and
presenting the jury with evidence about Mr.
Londra’s broken promises and inaccurate
statements. We are confident that the truth
and justice will prevail,” said Big Ligas’
counsel Jesus E.Cuza, Holland & Knight,
LLP.
In previous interview with Billboard,
Londra argued that while he was already
“unhappy” with his Big Ligas contract because he didn’t have the opportunity to read
it and had “no choice” but to enter the deal
with Warner Music.
Under Big Ligas, Londra released his
debut album, Homerun, with Warner
Music Latina in May 2019. The album
debuted at No. 12 on Billboard’s Top Latin
Albums chart and No. 10 on the Latin
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Rhythm Albums chart. He scored a best
new artist nomination at the 2019 Latin
Grammys.

Crystal Gayle’s
Catalog Coming
to Streaming
for First Time:
Exclusive
BY DEBORAH EVANS PRICE

C

rystal Gayle has signed a deal with
Time Life that will make 12 of her
albums available to streaming services for the first time on Friday.
Though some of the “Don’t It Make My
Brown Eyes Blue” singer’s bigger hits have
been available on streaming services, the
deal with Time Life marks the first time
Gayle’s albums have been available in their
entirety on digital service providers.
Such collections as 1979’s Miss the
Mississippi, 1981’s Hollywood, Tennessee and 1983’s Cage the Songbird will come
out Friday (Oct. 15), with 1986’s A Crystal
Christmas available starting Nov. 5. Gayle’s Best Always is slated for release Jan. 14,
2022, making a total of 14 albums to be fully
streamed for the first time.
Gayle says fans had been asking for years
when more of her music would be available online. “I had all these albums and
I really didn’t think about it, but I kept
getting emails saying, ‘When are you going
to stream this? When is this going to be
available?’” she tells Billboard. “Time Life
approached us. They are just wonderful
people, and they know what they are doing.
I feel good with them, so I’m glad that they
wanted to be a part of this.”
Mike Jason, senior vp of live entertainment at Time Life, says they begin discussing the deal before the pandemic during a
lunch with Gayle and her husband/manager
Bill Gatzimos. “We are working with artists
that have classic material that is just totally
underrepresented. There are so many great,

great albums that are lost in this digital
world where they are not being distributed
so they are not getting into the playlists.
People are not being exposed. We have developed this ability to help artists bring their
material into the market and also highlight
it so it’s not just putting it out there, but
it is also setting up social media, publicity
and messaging our fans. We have a huge
database of music fans that we’ve built over
many, many years. We make sure that they
are aware what’s coming out.”
Gayle, Loretta Lynn’s little sister, is not
the first veteran artist to link with Time Life
to help expose their ionic music. “During
the pandemic, artists had a chance to reflect
on their career, to take some time and work
with their management and put their material together,” Jason says. “So we’ve had
some really significant opportunities over
the last year or so to work with artists and
help them to bring their material out,” he
says of striking deals with T.G. Sheppard,
T. Graham Brown, David Frizzell and Don
McLean. “It was exciting to go back to the
archives, see some really great stuff and
have it put out. That’s what we’ve been doing quite a lot in the last year or so: bringing
material out that has been overlooked.”
Gayle will discuss the new venture during
a Facebook Live event Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
ET. “I’ll sing a few songs from some of these
albums and take questions, just have fun,” she
says. “I want to talk about everything including the photo sessions and the album covers
because I know that’s important to a lot of
people. We can give them some history of the
albums as well as the music. I want people to
be familiar with the writers, producers and
the musicians that I’ve worked with.”
In addition to the country/pop albums
being made available, the deal with Time
Life will include Gayle’s 1995 gospel album Someday, which was nominated for a
Grammy for best southern country or bluegrass gospel album and her 1997 faith-based
collection He Is Beautiful, as well as Crystal
Gayle Sings the Heart and Soul of Hoagy
Carmichael, originally released in 1999.
“She’s had great pop success and gospel
success and it’s a chance for some of her
younger fans to see the breadth of her work
over the years. I’m sure they know the top

hits that she’s had, but she’s had tons of hits
in multiple genres and it’s exciting for us,”
Jason says.
“She is music royalty and exactly the kind
of artist we like to be working with. We are a
long-standing company that has brought music from every genre to millions of fans over
the years, so it’s a perfect fit. We’re working
on a very comprehensive social marketing
strategy and publicity effort. The music is
fantastic and sharing it is the most important
thing for us. It’s our job to make sure we
share it with as many people as we can.”
When most people hear Time Life, they
think of the collections of classic hits sold
on late-night television infomercials, and
though the company has been successful for
years selling such physical product, they’ve
also developed their live business with a
series of themed cruises such as the Soul
Train and Country Music Cruises. “We have
a very lively themed music cruise business.
Obviously, we’ve taken a year and a half off,
but we’re going to go back at it,” Jason says,
noting the Malt Shop Memories Cruise sets
sail Oct. 30.

5 Charged
in Murder of
Chicago Rapper
FBG Duck
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

F

ive alleged gang members have
been indicted on murder charges
in last year’s shooting death of a
Chicago rapper that prosecutors
say was part of an ongoing violent effort to
protect gang territories on the city’s South
Side, officials announced Wednesday (Oct.
13).
The U.S. Attorney’s Office in Chicago
said in a news release that the O-Block
gang gunned down Carlton Weekly, also
known as FBG Duck, in August 2020 in the
fashionable Gold Coast neighborhood, and
“claimed responsibility for acts of violence
in Chicago and used social media and music
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to increase their criminal enterprise.”
Charged with committing murder in
aid of racketeering, assault in the aid of
racketeering and various weapons charges
are Chicago residents Charles Liggins, 30,
Kenneth Roberson, 28, Tacarlos Offerd, 30,
Christopher Thomas, 22, and Marcus Smart,
22. At an afternoon court hearing, Liggins,
Offerd, Thomas and Smart entered pleas of
not guilty, and the judge ordered that they
remain in custody pending detention hearings. Roberson was not in court and the U.S.
Attorney’s Office said his initial hearing was
not scheduled.
Weekly was standing outside a store on
Oak Street in broad daylight when two men
climbed from two vehicles, opened fire, then
climbed back into the vehicles and drove
off. Weekly was killed and a woman and
another man were injured. Police said it
appeared to be a “targeted” attack on either
Weekly or another man nearby. The Chicago
Tribune reported that police determined the
26-year-old Weekly may have been targeted
because days earlier he had made a video
in which he disparaged rival gang members
who had died.
Liggins, Offerd, Thomas, and Smart were
arrested Wednesday morning, and Roberson
was already in custody in Cook County Jail,
according to the release.
The federal murder count carries a mandatory minimum sentence of life in prison and
the maximum sentence of the death penalty.

Foster the People
Drummer Mark
Pontius Exits the
Band
BY KATIE ATKINSON

O

n Wednesday (Oct. 13), Foster
the People drummer Mark Pontius announced that he was leaving the band after 11 years. The
news was posted on the band’s socials as “A
statement from Mark Pontius.”
“I’ve struggled with finding the words to

begin this announcement so I guess I’ll just
rip off the band-aid and say that I’ve decided
to leave the band I helped start 11 years ago,
Foster the People,” Pontius began the note.
“As we celebrate the 10th anniversary of our
first record Torches, I’ve been flooded with
memories of our sudden success, achieving
all of my career aspirations in a few short
years and the beautiful moments spent with
my brothers in the band. What a privilege it
all was, I’m eternally grateful for all of it.
“I’ve grown up a lot since we started out,
and in the couple of years since our last live
show, my whole life has changed in every
way,” he continued. “I’ve had a lot of time to
myself to reflect on what truly matters.”
In the note, the father of a 2-year-old
daughter told fans that he hopes to spend
his time “watching my child grow up” now
that he’s “checked everything off my career
bucket list.”
“I will miss Mark, Isom and Sean, they are
my family forever and I’m sure we will work
together again one day,” he said of his Foster
bandmates, adding, “As for me, I’ve got a few
ideas for the future but I’m just going to take
it one day at a time for now.”
The band formed in 2009 in Los Angeles
and released their debut album Torches in
2011. The album included the band’s breakthrough 2010 hit “Pumped Up Kicks,” which
was a top five hit on the Billboard Hot 100
and topped the Alternative Airplay chart.
A 10th-anniversary edition of their debut
album, titled Torches X, is due Nov. 12.
Read Pontius’ full note below:
I’ve struggled with finding the words to
begin this announcement so I guess I’ll just
rip off the band-aid and say that I’ve decided
to leave the band I helped start 11 years ago,
Foster the People.
As we celebrate the 10th anniversary of
our first record Torches, I’ve been flooded
with memories of our sudden success,
achieving all of my career aspirations in a
few short years and the beautiful moments
spent with my brothers in the band. What a
privilege it all was, I’m eternally grateful for
all of it.
I’ve grown up a lot since we started out,
and in the couple of years since our last live
show, my whole life has changed in every
way. I’ve had a lot of time to myself to reflect

on what truly matters. Among those things,
I became a father to a now 2 year old daughter who has really changed the way I feel
about living my life on tour. I find myself
drawn to things closer to home. I’ve seen
the world (a couple of times) and I really
checked everything off my career bucket list.
Now my aspirations are more about hanging
out there in nature and watching my child
grow up.
These last 2 years have been about closing
out huge chapters in my life and after a lot of
back and forth, I’ve accepted that I’m ready
for this one to close as well. I’m saying goodbye and moving on as of today.
I will miss Mark, Isom and Sean, they are
my family forever and I’m sure we will work
together again one day. As for me, I’ve got a
few ideas for the future but I’m just going to
take it one day at a time for now.
Thank you to everyone who supported the
band over the years, I love you.

Calibash & El Día
Nacional de la
Banda Will Both
Return to Las
Vegas Next Year
BY GRISELDA FLORES

C

alibash and El Día Nacional
de la Banda (National Day of
Banda) are set to return to Las
Vegas in 2022 with back-to-back
star-packed lineups, SBS Entertainment announced Wednesday (Oct. 13).
Set to take place Jan. 28, the bandafocused event will feature regional Mexican
acts such as Los Dos Carnales, El Fantasma,
Los 2 De La S, La Arrolladora Banda El
Limón, La Adictiva Banda San José de
Mesillas, Banda Los Sebastianes and La
Original Banda El Limón, among others.
Calibash Vegas, on Jan. 29, will include
performances by Don Omar, Karol G, Maluma, Farruko, El Alfa and El Chacal. Both
events will take place at T-Mobile Arena.
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“Latin music fans no longer have to
wonder if Calibash Las Vegas and El Dia
Nacional de la Banda will return,” said Alessandra Alarcón, president, SBS Entertainment. “We can proudly confirm we’re
bringing both events back – bigger than ever
before – with many mind-blowing, unforgettable surprises throughout the weekend. I
can’t guarantee what will happen in Vegas
will stay in Vegas.”
Over the summer, Billboard reported
that Calibash will celebrate 15 years with
its first three-day fest January 14-16 in
Los Angeles after being sidelined in 2021
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The event
in L.A. will be headlined by Ozuna (January 14), Daddy Yankee (January 15) and J
Balvin (January 16) along with a roster of
superstars.
Tickets for both Las Vegas events go on sale
Friday, Oct. 15, at 1 p.m. ET at AXS.com.

Fox Plans NFT
Debut With $20
‘Masked Singer’
Collectibles
BY ALEX WEPRIN

F

ox’s plans in the digital collectibles
space are beginning to get a little clearer.The broadcast network
will launch its first set of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) on Wednesday (Oct. 13),
tied to its celebrity singing competition The
Masked Singer.
The company will also launch a marketplace and community in which users
can buy, sell, or trade Masked Singer NFTs,
which it is calling The MaskVerse. Users will be able to claim a free NFT of the
show’s mascot “Miss Masky,” with the company set to release “Mask Packs” throughout
the season, which collectors can buy and
open. The packs will cost $20 and contain
3 NFTs. Users that collect complete sets
of NFTs will get digital prizes and in some
cases real-world rewards or experiences.
The community (which will also include

a dedicated group on the social chat app
Discord) will also be able to vote on the
character they think will be eliminated, with
those that guess correctly eligible to buy
special “gold” mask packs. While NFTs have
become a source of interest to Hollywood
in recent months, Fox has been particularly
aggressive in exploring the space.
In June, Fox announced the creation of
a $100 million “Blockchain Creative Labs,”
which would explore the space. The Masked
Singer project is the first one to come out of
that project. The network is also launching
an animated series “curated entirely on the
blockchain” in Dan Harmon’s Krapopolis.
Much like The MaskVerse, Fox says it will
create a marketplace for buying, collecting,
and selling Krapoplis NFTs.
The company also plans to roll out a
number of other NFT-related projects in
the coming months. But Fox isn’t alone in
exploring the NFT space. On Wednesday
morning ViacomCBS announced plans to
sell NFTs based on intellectual property
from Paramount Pictures, Nickelodeon,
Comedy Central, CBS, and other properties. And in July, Lionsgate said it would sell
NFTs based on its IP like Mad Men and John
Wick through a partnership with the NFT
platform Autograph. CNN, meanwhile, has
been selling NFTs of some of its historic
news coverage.
This article originally appeared on The
Hollywood Reporter.

Color Red. The way we worked together
was effortless, we just understood each
other. It hurts so bad to know that the last
time I saw her was the last time I’d ever see
her again.”
Bhad Bhabie also paid tribute to Emani
in a touching Instagram post. “I don’t
even know what to say,” she wrote. “This
doesn’t even feel real. I used to spend almost
everyday with you. You taught me so many
things. You are my inspiration for many
things (hair,nails, style, etc) my big sister.
I’m gonna miss you so much.”
Born Emani Johnson, the singer’s cause of
death has yet to be announced. Her moststreamed song on Spotify was “Feelings,”
and she collaborated with Trippie Redd on
two occasions, for “Emani’s Interlude” and
“Fire Starter.” In 2020, she released her The
Color Red EP.
Check out Bhad Bhabie’s post below.

Rising R&B Singer
Emani 22 Dies
at 22

BY JESSICA NICHOLSON

BY CARL LAMARRE

T

his week, the R&B world suffered
a tough loss. Rising singer Emani
22 has died at age 22, according to
producer J Maine.
In a statement to People, Maine said:
“Emani 22 was a wonderful individual that
literally brightened up any room she was in.
I worked on music with her, and helped her
put together her last project which was The

Ryan Hurd ‘Never
Expected’ Maren
Morris Duet
‘Chasing After
You’ to Become a
Hot 100 Hit

N

either Ryan Hurd nor Maren
Morris are strangers to writing
and recording love-centric material, with Hurd’s songs including “Love in a Bar” and “To a T,” while Morris is known for hits like “The Bones” and “I
Could Use a Love Song.”
Now, the couple is rising high on Billboard’s Hot 100 chart with their first official
duet, “Chasing After You,” which sits at No.
24 (the song also lands at No. 7 on the Billboard Country Airplay chart).
“I think we knew that people would like
it, but we never expected it to take on the
life that it has,” Hurd tells Billboard of the
song, which was written by Brinley Add-
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ington and Jerry Flowers. “I get the tweets
about it going up the Hot 100 chart, and you
hope that you do well on the country music
charts, but to see it on the big one is just... I
don’t even know if it’s a dream come true,
because I don’t even think I ever had that
dream.”
On Friday (Oct. 15), Hurd celebrates another career first with the release of his fulllength debut album, Pelago, out via Arista
Nashville. The album is a major milestone
for the Michigan native, who initially moved
to Nashville to be a songwriter instead of an
artist. Hurd is signed with House of 42 for
management (which also manages Morris),
WME for booking and Big Machine Music
for publishing.
While studying sociology at Belmont
University, Hurd focused on bettering his
songcraft, and later found success writing
for other artists, including two No. 1 Billboard Country Airplay hits for Luke Bryan,
“Sunburn, Sunset, Repeat,” and “Waves.”
Hurd also penned “Last Turn Home” for
Tim McGraw, “You Look Good” and “What
If I Never Get Over You” for cLady A, as
well as the Blake Shelton/Ashley Monroe
collaboration “Lonely Tonight.”
In 2017, Hurd signed a label deal with
Sony Music Nashville and made the leap
from songwriter to artist — though success
in that realm hasn’t come quickly or easily.
His single “Love in a Bar” failed to crack the
top 40 on Billboard’s Country Airplay chart,
though “To a T,” from his 2017 EP Platonic,
reached No. 22 and was certified platinum.
“Going from being a staff writer in Nashville and having a couple of hits under my
belt, you think that’ll translate into either
people giving a s—t about your career or you
as an artist, or into actually being a good artist,” Hurd says. “And the fact is, songwriting
and being a recording artist, they have very
little to do with each other. In fact, being an
artist in this world is not very musical. It’s
a lot of getting on an airplane, just stuff that
you never imagined having to do with it.”
On the 15-track Pelago, “Chasing After
You” is the rare song Hurd did not have a
hand in writing. His devotion to storytelling serves as a through line of the album,
which runs the gamut from flirty fare such
as “Platonic” and “To a T,” to the string-

filled “Tab With My Name On It” — an ode
to seeking refuge from heartache in the
darkest corner of a bar — to the remorseful
“I Never Said I’m Sorry.” Morris has a cowriting credit alongside Hurd, HARDY and
Jordan Schmidt on the laid-back, unifying
track “Pass It On.”
“I think that I have improved as a writer,”
Hurd says. “Just looking at the songs I
started with and the songs I write now, I hit
the mark more often.”
Hurd co-wrote both of his Luke Bryan
hits alongside Chase McGill and Zach Crowell, and says another song from his new
album, “June, July, August,” rounds out a
trio of beach-inspired tracks from the HurdCrowell-McGill collective.
“This was sort of the third version of this
trilogy, in a way, just this songwriting trio,”
Hurd says. “We felt that after those two, it
was like, ‘Okay, I need one of these for me.’
It was my favorite one of the three, just because of there’s some little language things,
that sound like the way I would sing it. You
need those feel-good summer anthems on a
country record and it touches that nostalgia
button. It feels like a well-written, feel-good
country song, and that’s what I gravitate
towards.”
Hurd penned another standout on the
album, “The Knife or the Hatchet,” with
Jimmy Robbins and Laura Veltz, co-writers
behind Morris’ 2019 hit “The Bones.”
“I love how visual the song is,” Hurd
says. “Even the first verse talking about two
people staring at the ceiling, you can picture that like it’s a movie. Once we figured
out the angle, ‘Twist the knife or bury the
hatchet,’ the whole rest of the song kind
of writes itself. You know the entire story
from just that little wordplay. Maybe some
people have been with only one person and
they’ve never had their heart broken, but
I’m pretty sure that most other people have
gone through something where they’ve just
absolutely been gutted by the end of a relationship or knowing it was over.
“I think Dierks [Bentley] had it on hold,”
Hurd continues. “Dierks loved that song,
and he would always text me about it and
he was always super encouraging about it.
Sometimes, when you have other artists
encourage you like that, it kind of cements

that spot on the album.”
Soon after Hurd moved to Nashville, his
hometown friend Aaron Eshuis did the
same. Eshuis contributed production to
some of Hurd’s previous EPs and continues
in that role on Pelago, along with contributions from Jesse Frasure and Teddy Reimer.
Along the way, Eshuis also earned his first
No. 1 on Billboard’s Country Airplay chart
with Scotty McCreery’s “This Is It” in
2018, and co-produced McCreery’s recent
albums, Seasons Change and Same Truck.
“It’s just a testament to growing with
somebody,” Hurd says of his longstanding
working relationship with Eshuis. “I put my
first music out as an artist in like 2017. I was
actually a really sh—ty artist. I had to learn
so much between then and now...Honestly,
I give Aaron credit for sticking around long
enough to see me become an artist and have
the actual opportunity to put out something
special. Every time that you have a single
that doesn’t work, the record company’s
going to come back and try to put you in
the room with a producer that’s got a track
record, and credit to Aaron for being cool
with it. He co-produced a couple of songs
with Dann Huff, and Dann is his hero, so he
was all about it. Aaron’s just so relaxed and
easy to work with and I can tell him very
confidently if something isn’t working.”
Given the success of “Chasing After You,”
the collaboration is clearly working. In addition to the song’s success on the Hot 100,
“Chasing After You” is nominated for musical event of the year at November’s Country
Music Association Awards, while the TK
McKamy-directed clip is up for music video
of the year.
Going forward, Hurd is focused on both
penning hits for other artists and saving
some for himself. He co-wrote the title track
for Lady A’s new album What A Song Can
Do, alongside Lady A’s Charles Kelley as
well as Sam Ellis and Veltz.
“That was the first time I co-wrote with
Charles, and he’s been a good friend and a
good mentor to me,” Hurd says. “It was a
song about songs, without doing that thing
where it mentions actual songs. I thought it
was a creative way to approach it.”
A version of this article originally appeared
in the Oct. 9, 2021, issue of Billboard.
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Latin Artist on
the Rise: Meet
Tiago PZK, From
Argentina’s
Underground
Scene to
Billboard’s Global
Charts
BY JESSICA ROIZ

T

iago PZK was six years old when
he discovered his love for music,
crediting Daddy Yankee and his
2007 “Impacto (Remix)” featuring
Fergie for truly igniting his desire to pursue
it as a career.
“He’s a pillar in who Tiago is today,” he
tells Billboard, while also naming Justin
Bieber as a major source of inspiration.
Today, Yankee’s street music and Bieber’s
pop essence reflect in Tiago PZK’s diverse
sound, which he says is limitless: “I am not
pigeonholed into a single genre. If I have to,
I’ll do reggaetón, rock, dancehall, and R&B.”
The evidence thus far supports the Argentine newcomer’s statement. He’s placed
three songs on the Billboard Global 200
charts this year: the trap-heavy “Además de
Mi” with Rusherking, Khea, Duki, Maria
Becerra, and LIT Killah; the catchy reggaetón jam “No Me Conocen” with Rei,
Duki, and Bandido; and the LIT Killah-assisted R&B fusion cut “Entre Nosotros.”
“These songs were a big leap for my career, and gave me that boost,” he notes.
However, the 20-year-old rapper and
singer-songwriter says the first song that
made him viral in his native Argentina
was his debut single “Andamo en la Cima,”
which he released at the age of 15. “At that
time, around 2016, there wasn’t a strong
local scene in my country,” he explains. “So,
I released this trap song and it had great
feedback.”

In September, Tiago inked a worldwide
publishing agreement with Sony Music
Publishing U.S. Latin. He’s collaborated with
many of his colleagues and compatriots,
such as Emilia Mernes and Maria Becerra.
And, just this week, he made his acting debut in the film Cato, directed by Peta Rivero
y Hornos.
“To give thanks has been the best advice
I’ve received,” he says. “When I started
doing that every day before going to bed,
good things began to happen in my life in
general. Without having anything or having
everything, you always have to be grateful.
That’s key.”
Below, learn more about this month’s Billboard Latin Artist on the Rise:
Name: Tiago Uriel Lezcano, artistically
known as Tiago PZK (named after his freestyle crew in Argentina)
Age: 20
Recommended Song: “Entre Nosotros,”
featuring LIT Killah
Major Accomplishment: “‘Entre
Nosotros’ is easily the most iconic song
that I have until now,” he says. “It not only
continues to top the charts in my country
but it also opened many doors for me. Many
artists and producers are interested in collaborating with me. This has yet to happen,
but I would like to one day fill up a stadium.”
What’s Next: “I have the lead role
in Cato, a movie about a boy who wants to
make it big in music and help get his family
out of the barrios,” he explains. “I also have
a collaboration with Trueno coming out this
month, which will be part of my debut studio album slated for 2022. I think my career
is having a good moment.”

Elton John Sets
U.K. Chart Record
With ‘Cold Heart’
BY BILLBOARD STAFF

T

he Rocket Man blasts away for
another U.K. chart record, by
becoming the first artist in history
to score a U.K. top 10 single in six

different decades.
Fifty years after making his U.K. chart debut, with 1971’s “Your Song,” which reached
No. 7, Elton John’s latest single “Cold
Heart” is a top tier hit.
“Cold Heart,” with Dua Lipa and remixed
by Pnau, is John’s 33rd top 10 on the Official
U.K. Singles Chart, and it’s on the brink of
the U.K. singles chart crown.
With his latest feat, John eclipses the
efforts of five other music greats – Elvis
Presley, Cher, Cliff Richard, Michael Jackson and David Bowie – all of whom landed
at least one top 10 single in five different
decades.
Across his glittering career, John has been
crowned on the Official U.K. Singles Chart
on seven occasions. He could stretch that
tally to eight with “Cold Heart,” which leads
the midweek chart and is poised to usurp
Ed Sheeran’s “Shivers” after three weeks at
No. 2.
“Cold Heart” is lifted from John’s forthcoming collaborative studio album, The
Lockdown Sessions, set for release Oct. 22.
In his homeland, John has 32 top 10
albums, with seven hitting the summit. His
last LP to reach No. 1 was 2012’s Good Morning to the Night, Pnau’s earlier mashing
up of his classic songs.
The Official U.K. Singles Chart is published late Friday local time.

Meek Mill’s ‘Pain’
Posts No. 2 Debut
on Top R&B/
Hip-Hop Albums
Chart
BY TREVOR ANDERSON

M

eek Mill bags his sixth top
five album on Billboard’s Top
R&B/Hip-Hop Albums chart
as Expensive Pain debuts at No.
2 on the list dated Oct. 16. The set begins with
95,000 equivalent album units earned in the
week ending Oct. 7, according to MRC Data.
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As Pain brings the Philadelphia rapper’s
top-five collection to an even half-dozen
on the chart, here’s an updated look at the
group. Notably, all six of the efforts have
either peaked at No. 1 or No. 2:
Album Title, Peak Position, Peak Date
Dreams and Nightmares, No. 1 (one week),
Nov. 17, 2012
Dreams Worth More Than Money, No. 1 (two
weeks), July 18, 2015
DC4, No. 2, Nov. 19, 2016
Wins and Losses, No. 2, Aug. 12, 2017
Championships, No. 1 (one week), Dec. 15,
2018
Expensive Pain, No. 2 (to date), Oct. 16, 2021
Beyond those titles, he’s also landed two
more EPs on Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums.
2018’s Legends of the Summer peaked at No.
8, while 2020’s Quarantine Pack managed a
No. 22 best.
Pain also debuts at No. 2 on the Top Rap
Albums chart, where, as on Top R&B/
Hip-Hop Albums, it trails Drake’s Certified Lover Boy. On the all-genre Billboard
200, Pain enters at No. 3, behind Taylor
Swift’s Fearless (Taylor’s Version) and
Drake’s Boy.
As with most hip-hop releases, streaming
constitutes the majority of Pain’s debut sum:
82,000 units of the 95,000 start derive from
the streaming sector, representing 110.5
million on-demand streams of the album’s
songs. The nine-figure total makes the rapper’s album the second-most streamed title
of the week, after Drake’s Boy.
Thanks to its strong streaming presence, Pain has 11 of its tracks on the Hot
R&B/Hip-Hop Songs chart, including a
pair of top 10s. The set’s single “Sharing Locations,” featuring Lil Baby and Lil Durk rallies 31-7 in its sixth week on the list, outdoing its previous high of No. 12. In addition,
the album’s “Intro (Hate on Me),” opens at
No. 10 and gives Meek Mill his third top 10
debut on the list, after the 2018 hits “Going
Bad,” featuring Drake (No. 2) and “What’s
Free,” featuring Jay-Z (No. 10).
Here’s a full recap of Meek Mill’s appearances on Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs this
week:
No. 7, “Sharing Locations,” featuring Lil
Baby and Lil Durk
No. 10, “Intro (Hate on Me)”

No. 20, “Hot,” featuring Moneybagg Yo
No. 26, “Expensive Pain”
No. 27, “On My Soul”
No. 29, “Blue Note$ 11,” featuring Lil Uzi
Vert
No. 30, “Outside (100 MPH)”
No. 38, “Me (FWM),” featuring A$AP Ferg
No. 39, “Love Train”
No. 41, “Ride for You,” featuring Kehlani
No. 46, “We Slide,” featuring Young Thug
Activity surrounding Pain and its songs
sends Meek Mill racing 91-3 on the Billboard Artist 100, which ranks artist
popularity through a blend of four music
consumption metrics – album sales, track
sales, radio airplay, streaming – and social
media fan interaction. His current standing
is his highest rank in nearly four years, since
buzz around Championships’ release pushed
him to two weeks inside the top three in
December 2018.

‘No Time to
Die’ Scores
on Billboard’s
Soundtracks &
Classical Albums
Charts

same name was released on Oct. 1, one
week before the movie arrived in U.S. and
Canadian movie theaters. (The film bowed
in many territories on Sept. 30, including
the United Kingdom.) No Time to Die was
originally slated to premiere in the spring of
2020, but its release was delayed following
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The soundtrack consists mostly of score
composed by Hans Zimmer and performed
by an orchestra and choir conducted by
Matt Dunkley. The set also includes Eilish’s
Grammy Award-winning Bond theme, “No
Time to Die,” which earlier debuted and
peaked at No. 16 on the Billboard Hot 100
songs chart (dated Feb. 29, 2020).
Concurrent with the album’s release, and
the film’s arrival on movie screens outside
the U.S., Eilish’s tune also bows at No. 132 on
the Billboard Global Excluding U.S. chart.
The list ranks the world’s most popular
songs of the week based on streaming and
sales activity culled from more than 200 territories as compiled by MRC Data. The Billboard Global Excluding U.S. chart comprises
data from territories excluding the U.S.

Wizkid’s ‘Essence,’
Featuring Tems,
Hits No. 1 on Adult
R&B Airplay Chart

BY KEITH CAULFIELD

T

he soundtrack to the latest
James Bond film, No Time to Die,
makes a splash on Billboard’s
charts, as the set debuts at
No. 1 on both the overall Classical Albums chart and the Classical Crossover
Albums tally, as well as starting at No. 7
on the Soundtracks chart (all dated Oct.
16). Plus, Billie Eilish’s title track debuts on
the Billboard Global Excluding U.S. chart.
The No Time to Die album earned 5,000
equivalent album units in the U.S. in the
week ending Oct. 7, according to MRC Data.
Of that sum, traditional album sales comprise nearly 4,000.
The companion album to the film of the

BY TREVOR ANDERSON

H

aving already asserted its
strength at mainstream R&B/
hip-hop radio, Wizkid’s “Essence,” featuring Tems, duplicates its success with the adult R&B market
as the single tops Billboard’s Adult R&B
Airplay chart dated Oct. 16.
The track ascends from No. 2 with a 13%
boost in plays in the week ending Oct. 10, according to MRC Data, to become the week’s
most-played song at the radio format’s
monitored U.S. stations. Plus, the doubledigit percentage gain is the week’s largest
improvement among all the chart’s 30 titles.
“Essence” secures Wizkid’s first Adult
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R&B No. 1 on his third appearance. He
previously registered with a featured role on
Drake’s “One Dance,” also with guest Kyla,
which rose to No. 17 in 2016 and alongside
Beyonce and SAINt Jhn on “Brown Skin
Girl,” featuring Blue Ivy Carter, which
peaked at No. 23 in 2019.
Tems, meanwhile, collects her first Adult
R&B leader through her first chart visit.
Thanks to its new coronation, “Essence” completes a dual-format victory in
the R&B/hip-hop world. The single had
already proven popular with listeners in the
mainstream demographic, as it spent four
weeks at No. 1 on the Mainstream R&B/
Hip-Hop Airplay chart beginning with the
chart dated Sept. 11. Though it’s since ceded
the top rank to Drake’s “Way 2 Sexy,” featuring Future and Young Thug, “Essence” has
actually continued to gain in the last weeks,
posting a 1% improvement in plays in the
week ending Oct. 3 and a further 7% boost
in the most recent tracking week, ending
Oct. 10.
Beyond those placements, “Essence”
maintains near-highs on the Rhythmic Airplay chart, with a minor net gain in weekly
plays despite retreating 2-3 on the current
chart. It continues upward progress on Pop
Airplay, with a 27-25 bump after a 17%
surge in weekly spins.
Positive signs at radio overall help “Essence” score a milestone achievement,
as the song enters the top 10 on the Billboard Hot 100 for the first time thanks to
an 11-10 ascent.

Gerardo Ortiz
Scores 11th No.
1 on Regional
Mexican Airplay
Chart With
‘Tranquilito’
BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

G

erardo Ortiz powers to his 11th
No. 1 on Billboard’s Regional
Mexican Airplay chart as
“Tranquilito” lifts 4-1 on the Oct.
16-dated survey.
The single, released Feb. 21 as part of
Ortiz’s Décimo Aniversario set, pushes to the
top of the tally with a 40% increase in audience impressions, to 8 million, earned in the
U.S. in the week ending Oct. 10, according to
MRC Data.
As the corrido lands atop the 26-yearold chart, Gerardo captures his 11th No.
1, the second-most among soloists behind
Christian Nodal’s 12 leaders. (Calibre 50
continues at the helm, among all acts, with
20 total No. 1s.)
Here’s a recap of the solo acts with the
most Regional Mexican Airplay No. 1s:
12, Christian Nodal
11, Gerardo Ortiz
8, Marco Antonio Solis
7, Vicente Fernández
4, Alejandro Fernández
4, Joan Sebastian
4, Ulices Chaidez
“Tranquilito” was written by Emmanuel Delgado and Julio Nápoles. It
concurrently sets foot in the overall Latin
Airplay chart’s top 10 as it races 15-5 in its
sixth week and earns Ortiz his 15th top 10
there, the third-most for a regional Mexican solo act. With a 40% boost in audience,
it logs the largest percentage increase by a
regional Mexican song.
Back on Regional Mexican Airplay,
“Tranquilito” follows the two-week champ
“Otra Borrachera” (June 2020) from his

No. 7-peaking album Más Caro, Que Ayer.
Previously, he placed nine other No. 1 titles,
including the 12-week leader “Solo Vine a
Despedirme” in 2012, the second-longest
leading No. 1 for a soloist behind Marco
Antonio Solis’ “La Venia Bendita” (13
weeks, 1997).

Kesha to Explore
the Supernatural
in ‘Conjuring
Kesha’ Discovery+
Series
BY GIL KAUFMAN

K

esha is indulging her jones for
all things paranormal and unexplained in the upcoming discovery+ series Conjuring Kesha. The
Grammy-nominated singer and ceaseless
seeker is executive producing the hour-long,
six-part series, which a release promises
will also document her exploration in a “cinematic, hands-on paranormal” way.
Slated to debut on discovery+ streamer
next year, the tentatively titled show will
manifest on the streamers’ “Paranormal &
Unexplained” hub as it follows Kesha while
she ticks things off her paranormal “creepy
bucket list by delving deeper into the unknown with celebrity guests and experts in
the supernatural.”
“Over the course of my life, I’ve always
been drawn to the supernatural and the
spiritual realm,” the singer said in a statement announcing the show. “Making music
I’ve felt was a cosmic connection between
my soul and something bigger than me that
I couldn’t explain. On this new show, I will
bring along my friends to some of the most
mysterious paranormal hotspots to explore
with me. We will explore life’s great mysteries and aim to catch something never-before
seen on camera. My hope is to show that
supernatural isn’t just the thing of myths
and fables. We’re embarking on a spiritual
and cosmic exploration. Come with me to
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experience it all.”
Kesha and her friends will travel to
“mind-blowing locations” in search of
answers to the unanswerable, with Matthew
Butler, general manager, Travel Channel &
Paranormal Streaming Content saying, “We
are huge fans of Kesha’s supernatural podcast, and we are excited to partner with her
to turn her love of all things unexplained
into a new series. We know her natural
inquisitive nature and sense of adventure
will radiate off the screen and we can’t wait
to see her – and her famous friends – in
action.”
In an Instagram post supporting the
announcement, Kesha added, “I’m SO BEYOND excited!!!!!!! ... i want to SEE things
that i can’t explain, I’m looking at YOU,
universe, to expand my brain and beliefs !!!...
I’ll be embarking on a veryyy creepy and
cosmic journey.”
See her announcement below.

Dr. Martens
Announces ‘Music
& Film Series’
Spotlighting L.A.,
NYC Scenes
BY EJ PANALIGAN

D

r. Martens has announced new
episodes of the Dr. Martens
Presents: Music & Film Series,
which will dive into the local
music communities of Los Angeles and
New York by highlighting artists, musicians
and super fans in the spaces they’ve helped
create. The six-part short documentarystyle series will be told through six different young filmmakers: Chelsea Odufu, Wes
O’Connor, Ali Roberto, Jeanette D. Moses,
Ambar Navarro and Fredgy Noël.
The series, presented by the footwear
brand, will feature appearances from emerging local artists in both cities including The
Linda Lindas, MUNA, Oliver Ackermann
(A Place to Bury Strangers), L’Rain, Neon

Indian, Inner Wave, L.A. Witch and others.
The first episode comes from the eye
of NYC-based filmmaker and visual artist
Chelsea Odufu, who is most known for her
Tech Afrique parties thrown with musician
Eli Fola. Odufu and Fola are co-founders of
Tech Afrique, an electronic, Afrofuturisticcentric music label. Their celebrations are
meant bridge the gap between contemporary house and the traditional African
sounds that provided the foundation of the
genre. The short film aims to position Black
joy as a form of resistance as artists work to
reclaim space for people of color in electronic music.
The second episode in the series comes
from filmmaker Wes O’Connor, who explores the intersectional topics of queerness and music throughout Los Angeles’
queer music scenes. Their episode features
appearances from musicians and bands
like MUNA, Polartropica, Saturn Risin9 and
Rett Madison, who discuss their special
relationships to the local L.A. music scenes.
Check out the full series teaser below.
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Market Watch

A WEEKLY NATIONAL
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORT
Source:

WEEKLY UNIT COUNT
Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption
Units

This
Week*

22,159,449,000

19,504,447,000

2,655,002,000

1,819,000

491,000

3,916,000

16,448,000

Last
Week

22,273,008,000

19,632,072,000

2,640,936,000

1,681,000

472,000

3,853,000

16,413,000

Change

-0.5%

-0.7%

0.5%

8.2%

4.1%

1.6%

0.2%

This Week
Last Year

20,277,597,000

17,624,129,000

2,653,468,000

2,004,000

722,000

4,000,000

15,182,000

Change

9.3%

10.7%

0.1%

-9.2%

-32.0%

-2.1%

8.3%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending October 7, 2021. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand.

2020

Change

Total On-Demand
Streams

860,211,464,000

784,732,104,000

9.6%

Audio On-Demand
Streams

750,131,387,000

666,171,678,000

12.6%

Digital Track Sales

158,831,000

188,221,000

-15.6%

Album Sales

77,362,000

71,754,000

7.8%

Albums
Consumption Units

640,505,000

571,965,000

12.0%

YEAR TO DATE
TOTAL STREAMING BY AGE

600b

540b

503,579,075,000

2021

596,942,990,000

YEAR TO DATE

480b

420b

360b

Change

CD Sales

28,312,000

27,951,000

1.3%

Vinyl Sales

28,923,000

15,975,000

81.1%

Digital Sales

19,777,000

27,585,000

-28.3%

Other Sales

350,000

243,000

44.0%

Track Equivalent

15,883,000

18,822,000

-15.6%

Audio On-Demand
Equivalent

547,260,000

481,389,000

13.7%

Album consumption units — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA)
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.

2021

2020

 -6.4%

240b

180b

Catalog

2020

281,153,028,000

2021

Current

ALBUM CONSUMPTION UNITS BY FORMAT

263,268,474,000

300b

120b

60b
2021

2020

 18.5%

0
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 10.16.2021

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

OCT.
16
2021

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM


#1

1

1 WK

2

DAVE BAYLEY



1

3

LUKASZ GOTTWALD

TIE

4

DAN NIGRO

TIE

4

OLIVIA RODRIGO

6

DRAKE

7

MEEK MILL

TIE

8

ED SHEERAN

TIE

8

JOHNNY MCDAID

10

THE WEEKND

11

JOSH JENKINS















12

OMER FEDI

JUSTIN BIEBER

14

FRED AGAIN..

15

LIL NAS X

TIE

16

MAX MARTIN

TIE

16

OSCAR HOLTER

TIE

18

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

18

PEGGY FARINA

TIE

20

CAMERON BARTOLINI

TIE

20

SHANE STEVENS

TIE

20

WALKER HAYES

TIE

23

DAVID BIRAL

TIE

23

DENZEL BAPTISTE

TIE

23

ROY LENZO





4 WKS
#1









JOSH JENKINS



ASHLEY GORLEY

TIE

3

CAMERON BARTOLINI

TIE

3

SHANE STEVENS

TIE

3

WALKER HAYES

TIE

6

BRINLEY ADDINGTON

TIE

6

JERRY FLOWERS





9


HUNTER PHELPS 
LUKE COMBS 

10

MARTIN JOHNSON


1 WK

2

DRAKE

#1

MEEK MILL





TIE

6

OZ

7

THE WEEKND

8

LUKASZ GOTTWALD

9

YOUNGBOY NEVER BROKE AGAIN

10

NICK PAPZ

11

ED SHEERAN







LUKASZ GOTTWALD

2

THE WEEKND

4

TEMS





5

DRAKE

TIE

6

JUSTIN BIEBER

TIE

6

OKIEMUTE ONIKO

TIE

6

P2J

TIE

6

UZEZI ONIKO

TIE

6

WIZKID













11

MICHAEL KNOX

14

SHANE MCANALLY

TIE

15

TM88

TIE

15

TOO DOPE!

17

OZ

18

YETI BEATS

19

BLAKE SLATKIN

20

KANYE WEST


















21

FINNEAS

22

ALEXANDER 23

23

ROGET CHAHAYED

24

ADAM FRIEDMAN

25

NICK LEE








#1



SHANE MCANALLY

2 WKS

2

MICHAEL KNOX





3

DANN HUFF

TIE

4

JOE THIBODEAU

TIE

4

WALKER HAYES

8



OSCAR CHARLES 
PAUL DIGIOVANNI 
AARON ESHUIS 

9

ROSS COPPERMAN

10

ZACH CROWELL







R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM


#1

METRO BOOMIN

6 WKS



2

DR. LUKE

TIE

3

TM88

TIE

3

TOO DOPE!

5

OZ

6

KANYE WEST

7

NICK LEE














7

TAKE A DAYTRIP

9

CAPELLA GREY

TIE

10

LEGENDURY BEATZ

TIE

10

P2J

TIE









R&B PRODUCERSTM
1

2




13

TIE








FRED AGAIN.. 



DOJA CAT



TAKE A DAYTRIP

6



LIL BABY



10

1

R&B SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

OSCAR HOLTER

1



5


13 WKS

MAX MARTIN

8



FUTURE

#1

8

TIE

7

DOJA CAT

1

TIE



3



LUCIO FABBRI



4



DAVE BAYLEY

7



COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM

R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM
1

6



2

8

OMER FEDI



COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM
1

5








METRO BOOMIN

TIE



DR. LUKE
KOZ







DAN NIGRO

2
3

TIE

13



#1

26 WKS

4






HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM



DOJA CAT



#1



DR. LUKE

13 WKS




2

CAPELLA GREY

TIE

3

LEGENDURY BEATZ

TIE

3

P2J



5

THE NEPTUNES

6

TRESOR





7

JAHAAN SWEET

8

40

9

YETI BEATS

10

NOEL CADASTRE










The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated October 16, 2021. Rankings are based on
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 10.16.2021

RAP SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

DRAKE

11 WKS

2

MEEK MILL





1
TIE

3

LIL BABY

4

OZ

5

FUTURE

6

NICK PAPZ

7

CARDO ON THE BEAT

TIE

8

KANYE WEST

TIE

8

OJIVOLTA

TIE

8

RAUL CUBINA



RAP PRODUCERSTM











1

TIE

1

TIE

1

TIE

1


#1
3 WKS
#1
3 WKS
#1
3 WKS
#1
3 WKS
#1

3 WKS

BERNIE TAUPIN
ELTON JOHN









PETER MAYES

TIE

1

TIE

6

ANDY BAUZA

TIE

6

FARRUKO

TIE

6

FRANK MIAMI

TIE

6

IAMCHINO

TIE

6

JUAN MANUEL GOMEZ

TIE

6

SHARO TOWERS

TIE

6

VICTOR CARDENAS

SAM LITTLEMORE







1


3 WKS





TAINY

3

IVAN CORNEJO

4

BAD BUNNY

5

EDEN MUNOZ

6

EDGAR BARRERA

7

RAUW ALEJANDRO

9
10

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

OCT.
16
2021



#1







DAVE BAYLEY



2

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

2

FINNEAS

TIE

4

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

4

PEGGY FARINA

TIE

6

TYLER COLE

TIE

6

WILLOW

TIE

8

ELLE KING

TIE

8

MARTIN JOHNSON

TIE

10

JEREMIAH FRAITES

TIE

10

WESLEY SCHULTZ

TIE





NICK LEE

6

TAKE A DAYTRIP

8

NICK PAPZ

9

CARDO ON THE BEAT

10

AMBEZZA




TIE

1

TIE

1
4

DJ SNAKE

TIE

5

TIE

5

TIE

9

TIE

9











#1

1 WK

#1

IAMCHINO



SHARO TOWERS



VICTOR CARDENAS


SKRILLEX 
TAINY 
HVME 
REGARD 
GHETTO 
K4G 



LATIN PRODUCERSTM







#1

101 WKS

TAINY



2

ANDRES GARCIA

3

MR. NAISGAI






4

OVY ON THE DRUMS

TIE

5

EVERT GUTIERREZ

TIE

5

ISAEL GUTIERREZ

7

SKY ROMPIENDO

8

JESUS TIRADO CASTANEDA

9

EL ZORRO

TIE

10

EDGAR RODRIGUEZ

TIE

10

PEDRO TOVAR















ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1









1 WK
#1
1 WK

1



#1

29 WKS

FINNEAS



3


LUCIO FABBRI 

4

ADAM FRIEDMAN

5

TYLER COLE

2





DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM




LUIS R CONRIQUEZ 
ERIC DUARS 
FARRUKO 

19 WKS

6

TIE

1

ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1

TIE









DANNYLUX

2

8

OZ

8

LATIN SONGWRITERSTM
#1

5






KANYE WEST

7





TOO DOPE!

TIE

NICK LITTLEMORE

TM88

2



DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

METRO BOOMIN

2
4

TIE





#1

6 WKS

DAVE BAYLEY

TIE

6

TIE

6


BILL RAHKO 
MAX MARTIN 

TIE

6

OSCAR HOLTER

9

BUTCH VIG

10

GREG KURSTIN
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 10.16.2021

ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

24 WKS

DAVE BAYLEY



2

BOB GAUDIO

TIE

2

PEGGY FARINA

TIE

4

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

4

FINNEAS

TIE

6

TYLER COLE

TIE

6

WILLOW

8

TYLER JOSEPH

TIE







1







TIE

9


CHRIS MARTIN 

TIE

9

GUY BERRYMAN

TIE

9

WILL CHAMPION




HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
1
TIE
TIE



#1

2 WKS

MICHAEL POULSEN



2

MAX GRAHN

2

TOBIAS FORGE

4

SHAUN MORGAN



TIE

5

TIE

5

TIE

5

TIE

5

VICTORIA DE ANGELIS

TIE

9

DANNY WAGNER

TIE

9

JAKE KISZKA

TIE

9

JOSHUA KISZKA

TIE

9

SAM KISZKA







CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
1


10 WKS

KANYE WEST



2

MATTHEW WEST

TIE

3

OJIVOLTA

TIE

3

RAUL CUBINA

5

JAHMAL GWIN

6

JEFF PARDO

7

JONATHAN SMITH

8

AJ PRUIS

9

MIKE DEAN

10















AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

OCT.
16
2021



#1

17 WKS

2

RAUL CUBINA





3

OJIVOLTA

4

JAHMAL GWIN

5

MIKE DEAN

6

DJ KHALIL




7

DANTE BOWE

8

MARK MBOGO





FINNEAS

ADAM FRIEDMAN

5

TYLER COLE

TIE

6

TIE

6

TIE

6

OSCAR HOLTER

9

BUTCH VIG

TIE

10

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

10

OMER FEDI




9

88-KEYS

10

30ROC

TIE

10

ERIC SLOAN JR.














HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

21 WKS

GREG KURSTIN

2

KLAS AHLUND







3

MATT GOOD

TIE

4

FABRIZIO FERRAGUZZO

TIE

4

MANESKIN

6

SCOTT “THE NINJA” STEVENS

7

FOO FIGHTERS

8

SHAUN MORGAN

9

THE WIZARDZ OF OZ

10

WZRD BLD













CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

14 WKS

KANYE WEST

2

JONATHAN SMITH



3

OJIVOLTA

4

BOOGZDABEAST

5

MIKE DEAN

6

MARK MILLER

7

MICAH KUIPER











CHRIS BROWN 
SEAN COOK 
DJ KHALIL 

GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

34 WKS

KANYE WEST



2

OJIVOLTA

3

BOOGZDABEAST

4

MIKE DEAN

6


DJ KHALIL 
KYLE LEE 

5

TIE







3

9

KANYE WEST



4

10

GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
1

LUCIO FABBRI

8


MARK HALL 

DAVE BAYLEY

2







#1

9 WKS


BILL RAHKO 
MAX MARTIN 




DAMIANO DAVID 
ETHAN TORCHIO 
THOMAS RAGGI 

#1

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM

7

JONATHAN JAY

8

TONY BROWN

9

30ROC

10

RONNY J















